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Summary of Town Meeting Minutes 1999
March

1999
The Moderator, Stefan Zaiewski, called the meetirig to order at
:00am, read the first Article on
the Warrant and opened the polls.
Polls closed at 7:00pm.
834 Registered Voters on the Checklist, 241 Town Ballots Cast, 3 Absentee Ballots Cast.
The Moderator announced the following resulting election of officers:
Session

I:

9,

1

Thomas

Selectman
Moderator

Wendy Damon

Trustee of Librar/

Martha Bates
Stanley Drelick
Stanley Drelick

Planning Board
Planning Board

Session

II:

Green

Trustee of Trust Funds

Cemetery Trustee
Cemetery Trustee
Cemetery Trustee
Budget Committee
Budget Committee
Budget Committee

Meeting adjourned

E.

Susan Slack

until

Saturday,

Wayne Monaghan
Arthur Surette

Mike Pilkovsky
Arthur Surette

George Brown,
William Stewart

9:00am, Saturday, March

March

13,

Jr.

1

(Three-year Term)
(Two-Year Term)
(Three-Year Term)
(Three-Year Term)
(Three- Year Term)
(Two-Year Term)
(One-Year Term)
(One-Year Term)
(Three Year-Term)
(Three Year-Term)
(Three- Year Term)
(Three- Year Term)

13, 1999.

1999

Meeting called to order at 9:00am by Moderator Stefan C. Zaiewski with a salute to the flag.
Approximately 80 townspeople were in attendance. Announcements were made by the
Moderator as to how the meeting would be conducted.
the Town

will vote to accept the reports of its agents and auditors."
A motion was made and seconded to amend the motion to
its agents and auditors, except the Board of Selectmen's
reports... "because the Selectmen's figures on budget vs actual and paid invoices in 1998 do not
agree. Article #2, as amended, passed by unanimous voice vote.
A motion was made and seconded to postpone discussing and voting on Articles #29 and #30
at this time. The motion was defeated by o majority show of hands.
A motion was made and seconded to postpone discussing and voting on Article #3 until after
#20. The motion passed by majority voice vote.

Article#2:

"To see

if

(Majority vote required)

read"... accept the reports of

"To see the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand
Hundred Dollars ($7500) to be added to the Rescue Unit Vehicle and Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation." (Majority vote required) D Byers gave an explanation of the intent of this Article
to save money for the purchase of a new ambulance in the future. Article #4 passed by
unanimous voice vote.

Article #4:

if

Five

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand
be added to the Fire Truck and Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority
vote required) There was no discussion. Article #5 passed by unanimous voice vote.
Article #5:

"To see

if

Dollars ($20000) to

Article #6:

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
a personal allotment for Effingham Fire Department members. The Selectmen

"To see

Dollars ($5000) for

if

Page

1

and Budget Committee recommend

this

appropriation." (Majority vote required) There

was no

#6 passed by unanimous voice vote.

discussion. Article

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Effingham Rescue Squad members. The Selectmen
this appropriation." (Majority vote required) There was no
discussion. Article #7 passed by unanimous voice vote.
"To see

Article #7:

the Tov/n

if

v^ill

Dollars ($5000) for personal allotment for

and Budget Committee recommend

"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
Dollars ($5000) to be placed in the existing Emergency Management/Disaster Expendable
General Fund Trust. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation."
(Majority vote required) There was no discussion. Article #8 passed by unanimous voice vote.
Article #8:

"To see

Article #9:

the Town

if

Dollars ($6000) for the repairs

will

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Thousand
of town owned bridges. The Selectmen and

and maintenance

Budget Committee recommend

appropriation." (Majority vote required) Tom Green stated
that the bridges being considered for work are on Wilkinson Swamp Road, Snow Road and
Granite Road. Article #9 passed by unanimous voice vote.
this

Town

will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eleven Thousand
and mowing. The Selectmen recommend
Committee does not recommend this appropriation. " (Majority
vote required) Bob McConnell stated that the Town has had difficulty getting this work done in
the past because of the lack of money raised for this purpose. Dorothy Fields asked if the work
to be done would be reviewed by the Selectmen. Concerns were raised about management

Article

#

1

0:

"To see

the

if

Dollars ($1 1000) for roadside clearing, brush cutting

this

appropriation. The Budget

of the funds

cut/mow

all

by the Selectmen. The Selectmen stated that it is their intent to clear/brush
Town roads in 999. Article #10 passed by unanimous voice vote.
1

will vote raise appropriate the sum of One Hundred Ten
road resurfacing and sealing. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) A motion was made and
to read" .Town will vote to raise and
seconded to amend the wording of Article #
appropriate the sum...". Bob McConnell stated that no Town roads were resurfaced or sealed in
1998 - the money wos used for road reconstruction due to ice storm and flood damage. The
University of New Hampshire conducted a study in Effingham to determine which roads in
Effingham are in worst condition - paved road was Champion Hill Road, dirt road was Old
Pound Road. Chris Seamans added that 2.5 miles of road are targeted for work in 1999; the
intersection of Champion Hill/Jones Road to Drake Road and continuing onto Green Mountain
Road to the intersection of Elm Street. Also, the three dirt patches on Elm Street will be repaired
in 1999. Article #
as amended for grammar, passed by unanimous voice vote.

Article #11:

Thousand

"To see

the

if

Town

Dollars ($1 10,000) for

1

1

1

1

.

.

,

"To see the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Five
Article # 2:
Thousand Dollars ($25000) for road reconstruction. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) Bob McConnell stated that $32000.
was encumbered from 998 funds to add to this sum. Mr. McConnell added that the roads to
be done are Pine River Road, remove stumps from Champion Hill Road and widen and add
culverts to Old Pound Road. Article #12 passed by unanimous voice vote.
if

1

1

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety Thousand
a complete revaluation and authorize the withdrawal of Sixty Thousand
Fund created for this purpose. The balance of the
Thousand Dollars ($30000) is to come from general taxation. The Selectmen and Budget

Article

#

1

3:

"To see

if

Dollars ($90000) for

Dollars ($60000) from the Capital Reserve
Thirty

P^e2

Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) A motion was made and
seconded to amend the wording of Article #13 to read "...Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of..." so that the raising of funds will not be duplicated. A motion was made and seconded to
add the words "plus interest" after ($60000) and to change the wording to "...balance of Thirty
Thousand Dollars ($30000) is to be raised from..." D Byers explained that the revaluation would
even-out property values. Bob McConnell added that work can begin by the State as soon as
the money is approved by the Town. Article #13, as amended, passed by unanimous voice
vote.

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
be added to the Huntress Bridge Capital Reserve Fund previously established.
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote
required) Don LaChance asked the Town is really liable for maintenance of Huntress Bridge. D
Byers added that Huntress Bridge is a Town bridge and should be preserved. Bob McConnell
stated that perhaps the State of NH will help with the costs. Article #14 passed by unanimous
Article

#

1

4:

"To see

if

Dollars ($10000) to

if

voice vote.
Article

#

1

5:

"To see

if

the

Town

will

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand

Dollars ($9000) to add to the existing Municipal Buildings Expendable Trust for the purpose of
repairing and maintaining all municipal buildings and parking lots. The Selectmen and Budget

Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) Pearl Ritchey asked this
Article includes the Grange Hall building. Chris Seamans stated that the Grange Hall is a Town
building but that no money will be expended for its maintenance. Article # 5 passed by
unanimous voice vote.
if

1

# 6:
"To see the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
Hundred Dollar ($4800) for the engineering services for monitoring the landfill site and One
Thousand Three Hundred Dollars ($1300) for water quality analysis of the landfill site. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required)
Ton Green stated that this work is mandated by the State of NH. Article # 6 passed by
unanimous voice vote.
Article

1

if

Eight

1

"To see of the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred
Article # 7:
Twenty-Two Dollars ($422.00) in order for the town to participate in the Lakes Region Planning
Commission's 1999 Household Hazardous Waste Collection Program. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) A motion was
made and seconded to correct the spelling in Article #17 to "To see jf the Town..." There was no
discussion. Article #1 7, as amended for spelling, passed by unanimous voice vote.
1

Article # 8:
"To see of the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighteen
Thousand Dollars ($18000) to treat four (4) town gravel roads, twice each, with pressurized
liquefied calcium chloride to help stabilize the gravel and control dust pollution. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) A motion was
made and seconded to correct the spelling of Article #18 to "To see jf the Town...". Stanley
Drelick asked about the effects on water quality and cars rusting because of this procedure.
Chris Seamans stated that these treatments would alleviate the complaints about dust and are
approved by the Department of Environmental Services. Bob McConnell added that it will take
several years of treatments to accumulate a stable surface, and that less grading will need to
be done on these roads. The roads designated for treatment are Pine River Road, Old Pound
Road, Plantation Road and Granite Road. Article #18, as amended for spelling, passed by
1

majority

show

of hands.
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Article #19:

"To see

if

Town

the

will

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-Two

Thousand Dollars ($32000) to grade all shoulders of all town paved roads. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) Bob McConnell
stated this will include sweeping, grading and general clean-up of paved roads. Article #19
passed by majority voice vote.
Article #20:

"To see of the

Town

will

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Nine

Hundred Ten Dollars ($29810) to hire a full-time, forty hour per week police officer.
Solar/ to be Twenty-Two Thousand Seventy Dollars ($22, 070). Benefits amount to Seven
Thousand Seven Hundred Forty Dollars ($7740). The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) Bob McConnell stated that according
to results of the Master Plan Survey, 34% of respondents wanted more police coverage in Town.
The hours are not currently sufficient and there has been an increase in the number of criminal
incidents in Town. Funding has been reduced by the Carroll County Commissioners for the
Sheriff's Department to patrol the Town. It was noted that there has been no Police Department
Report in the Town Report since 994; therefore, there are no statistics available as to increased
number of calls, etc. Bob McConnell stated that the Selectmen plan to hire an "Experienced
professional" and advertise extensively for the position. The money in Article #20 would be in
addition to the line item budget for the part-time police officer. No formal written resignation
has been received by the Board of Selectmen from Police Officer Kevin Downs to date. The
Moderator reported that a petition was received to make Article #20 a written ballot vote.
Article #20 was defeated by a ballot vote - 40 No, 38 Yes.
Thousand

Eight

1

***At

this

through

time,

a motion was

Article #20,

made and seconded

to restrict reconsideration

excluding Article #3. The vote to

restrict

on

Article

#2

reconsideration passed by

unanimous voice vote.***
Article #3:

"To see

Dollars ($5000) to

if

the

be added

established. The Selectmen

Town

will

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand

and equipment Capital reserve Fund
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation."

to the police cruiser

vote required) There was no discussion.

Article

previously
(Majority

#3 passed by unanimous voice vote.

A motion was made and seconded to postpone indefinitely Article #21 There was no
discussion. Article #21 was postponed indefinitely by unanimous voice vote.
.

The Moderator recessed Town Meeting from

1

1

:20am

until

noon.

Article #22:
"To see the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand
Two Hundred Twenty-Five Dollars ($4225) to increase the transfer station hours on Saturday and
Sunday year-round to eight and one-half (8-1/2) hours per day opening at 8:00am. The
Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required)
Bob McConnell stated that the results of an informal poll done at the transfer station show that
the townspeople want more access/more hours. Also, the sign with the transfer station rules will
be replaced. Article #22 passed by majority voice vote.
if

if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
purpose of updating the Master Plan for land use regulations. This is
designated as a non-lapsing special warrant article. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) A motion was made and seconded to
amend the wording in Article #23 to read "...updating the Master Plan and land use
regulations." Janet Normandeau explained that the money would carry forward for three years.
Article #23, as amended, passed by unanimous voice vote.

Article #23:

"To see

Dollars ($5000) for the
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Town will vote to transfer the sum of Four Thousand One Hundred
General Fund to the Fire Truck and Equipment Capital Reserve Fund.
This amount is equal to the sale price of the retired piece of equipment. The Selectmen and
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority vote required) There was no
discussion. Article #24 passed by unanimous voice vote.
"To see

Article #24:

if

the

Dollars ($4100.) from the

"To see if the Town will vote to transfer One Thousand Dollars ($1000) from the
General Fund to be added to the Fire Truck and Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. One Thousand Dollars ($1000) was form the Town of Parsonsfield in 1998. Petitioned
by Richard Thompson and others. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation." (Majority vote required) There was no discussion. Article #25 passed by
unanimous voice vote.
Article #25:

Article #26:

Five

and

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand
purchase and erection of a fireman memorial including two
equipment at Effingham Fire Station #2. Petitioned by Richard Thompson
The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation." (Majority
"To see

Hundred

flag poles

others.

if

Dollars ($7500) for the

and

related

vote required) D Byers stated that the money should come from fundraising activities, not tax
dollars. A motion was made and seconded to amend the dollar amount in Article #26 to $1 .00.
The amendment was defeated by show of hands (36 No, 31 Yes). A motion was made and
seconded to amend the dollar amount in Article #26 to $1500. The amendment passed by
majority voice vote. Article #26, as amended to the dollar amount of $1 500. passed by show of
hands (41 yes, 36 No).
"To see the Town will vote to create an expendable trust in accordance with
be known as the Effingham Community Center Expendable Trust, for the purpose
an Effingham Community Center and raise and appropriate the sum of Five
Hundred Dollars ($500) toward this purpose. The Selectmen would be designated agents to
expend. Petitioned by Pat Parker and others." (Majority vote required) There was considerable
Article #27:

RSA

if

31 :19-A to

of establishing

discussion on the wording "expendable fund trust" vs a capital reserve fund. Pat Parker stated
that the intent of the Article was to "open the door and see how the Town feels" about this issue.
Stanley Drelick added that maybe if the Town appropriates some money for this, there may be
matching grant monies available. A motion was made and seconded to amend Article #27 to
delete the words "the Selectmen would be agents to expend." The proposed amendment was

defeated by show

of

hands

(32 No, 30 Yes). Several

townspeople expressed the opinion that

was insufficient information available on this issue to make a decision about funding. A
motion was made and seconded to amend the money on Article #27 to $6500. The

there

amendment

to Article #27 passed

***At this time,
Article #21

by a majority voice vote.

a motion was made and seconded

through Article #27. The vote to

restrict

to restrict reconsideration

on

Article

#3 and

reconsideration passed by unanimous voice

vote.***
Article #28:
"To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
Seventeen Thousand Fifty Dollars ($517, 050) for the ensuing year for general town operations.
The Budget Committee does not recommend Two Thousand Dollars ($2000) of the Four
Thousand Dollar request for interested on Tan (Tax Anticipation Note)." (Majority vote required)
Unless otherwise indicated, budget line items passed without discussion by majority vice vote.
EXECUTIVE
40782.00

Salaries

Expenses

29970.
10812.
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Andrew Hubbard asked how much of the $20000 in the budget for Secretary's salary was to pay
the secretary and how much was to pay the new bookkeeper. Peter Case, Selectmen's
bookkeeper will be working approximately 6 hours per week to make
computer entries and pay bills.
Secretar/, replied that the

ELECTION, REGISTRATION, VITAL STATISTICS
Salaries

3450.

Expenses

7945.

1

1

395.

A motion was made and seconded to increase the line item for Election and Registration, Vital
$3672 because the Selectmen's Office did not pay Moderator Stefan Zaiewski his
salary for 1998. The figure that appears in the Budget for 1998 Moderator's salary as paid is an
Statistics to

error.

FINANCAL ADMINISTRATION

21671.

Salaries

4350.

Expenses

11321.

Auditors

6000.

REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
5000.
LEGAL EXPENSES
20000.
Roz Lasky asked what current litigation is pending against the Town. Chris Seamans reported
that two actions - Bedard vs Town of Effingham and Village District Association vs Town of
Effingham - are pending.

PLANNING AND ZONING
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Salaries

Expenses
CEMETERIES

D
to

3408.
4923.
2500.
2423.
2500.

Town needs to have a professional survey done
have graves properly marked and a fenced boundary.
INSURANCE
10082.
ADVERTISING AND REG ASSN DUES
2200.
POLICE DEPARTMENT
19384.

Byers stated that the

Salaries

13791.

Expenses

5593.

of

Woodland Cemetery

Laurie Zilisch asked the Selectmen why the budget amount for Police Department does not
agree with the warrant appropriation. Tom Green explained that the difference in the amount
($1239) is to outfit a new police officer. Jory Augenti commented that there are no revenue
figures for the income earned by Kevin Downs for police work done outside of Effingham in 1998
(standing by during widening of Route 16).

AMBULANCE/RESCUE SQUAD
6356.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
31400.
OTHER PUBLIC SAFETY
2000.
When asked, Andrew Hubbard explained that the $2000 for Other Public Safety is for the
projected increase in forest fires in 1999, due to the downed trees and brush from the 1998 ice
1

storm.

HIGHWAYS AND STREET
Summer Roads

21 5,000.

85000.
130000.

Winter Roads
that the figure for Summer Roads is a 61% increase over the
appropriation for 998. When asked. Bob McConnell stated that the figure for Winter Roads
does include the purchase of sand and salt.
STREET LIGHTING
4000.

Don LaChance commented
1

SOLID WASTE COLLECTION
Salaries
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26915.
8300.

Expenses
18615.
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
45000.
Tom Green stated ttiat the contract with Waste Monagennent for the transfer station expires
year and will be going out to bid.
PEST

CONTROL

5868.

3500.

Salaries

Expenses
2368.
Bob McConnell explained that the increase in salary

marked increase

in

dog

for

the Aninnal Control Officer

incidents.

HEALTH CARE AGENCIES
VNA/Hospice

AND

HOSPITALS

4507.

in

due

to

this

MINUTES OF VILLAGE DISTRICT MEETING
SEPTEMBER

11,

1999

The meeting was called to order at 9:05am by Moderator Susan Slack with the salute to
the flag. Approximately 50 townspeople were in attendance. Ms. Slack announced that ci
petition for a written ballot vote on the proposed Village District had been received. Ms. Slack
further stated that although the meeting will run in the same manner as Town Meeting, only the
inhabitants of the proposed Village District will be allowed to vote. Ms. Slack read the warrant:
"To the inhabitants of the proposed Village District, as described in Article
in the County of
Carroll, the State of New Hampshire, who are qualified to vote in District affairs: You are hereby
by notified to meet at the Effingham Town Hall on the eleventh day of September, nineteen
hundred and ninety-nine at 9 o'clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subject:
Article* 1: To see if the voters will vote to establish the following described Village District, to give
it a name, and choose necessar/ officers therefore to hold office until the first annual meeting
thereof, in accordance with RSA Chapter 52: The boundaries of the proposed district will
encompass the Lost Valley and Jevek subdivisions. The attached map provides detail of the
exact boundaries of the proposed district."
1

,

Bill Piekut, a voter in the proposed district, spoke: "First, I'd like to thank the Supervisors of
the Checklist, the Town Clerk, the Ballot Clerks and the Moderator for doing their jobs in a
conscientious manner. Second, I'd like to question the proper posting of this meeting by the
Selectmen and condemn them for sitting in front of the American Flag, while they abuse their
power by frustrating voters of this town, and possibly violating their civil rights. Considering that
the boundaries of this Village District are not the ones proposed by the petitioners, recommend
and NO vote and now would like to move the question."
I

A motion was made and seconded

to

move

the question.

Ms. Slack announced she had just been informed that voting should remain open for four
was not aware of any requirement for this, and was not inclined
do so. Ms. Slack felt that the voters had been warned to be at Town Hall at 9:00AM to discuss
and vote upon the Village District issue and didn't believe this was the intention of the
hours. Ms. Slack stated that she

to

petitioners.

Voting by the inhabitants of the proposed Village District was then conducted. A motion
was made and seconded to close the vote and count the results. Ms. Slack, Town Clerk Pro-Tem
Laurie Caldwell and Ballot Clerk Lisa Morrill counted the votes. The final vote was 23 NO,
Yes.
Article #1 was defeated by unanimous ballot vote.

Upon a motion
adjourned at 9:30AM.

made

by

Bill

Piekut,

seconded by Wayne Monaghan, the meeting was

Respectfully submitted,

Andrea S. Hubbard
Town Clerk
Note:
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Minutes taken

and

cassette tape

made

by Laurie Caldwell, Town Clerk Pro-Tem

MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
EMERGENCY TEMPORARY ZONING AND PLANNING ORDINANCE
DECEMBER 16, 1999
The Special Town Meeting was called to order at 6:05pm by Moderator Susan Slack with
townspeople were in attendance at Murray Field Fire
Announcements were made as to how the meeting would be conducted.
The only article on the warrant, "Shall the Town adopt provisions of RSA 674:24-29 entitled
"Emergency Temporary Zoning and Planning Ordinance?' was read, moved and seconded.
Steve Schofield questioned the use of absentee ballots for this vote. Mr. Schofield detailed the

a

salute to the flag. Approximately 100+

Station.

process of voting via voice vote, show of hands, division of the house, etc. and stated that
ballots had not been accepted at the two previous Special Town Meetings. Mr.
Schofield said that he wanted the vote to be run "fair and square." Ms. Slack responded that
she basically agreed with Mr. Schofield's arguments, but that the Town Clerk had check with

absentee

both the Secretary of State's Office and the

and

since

a good

faith effort

was made

New

to find

Hampshire Municipal Association's attorneys
to this issue, the absentee ballots

an answer

would be counted.
Mr. Schofield then made a motion, which was seconded by Deirdre Byers, to overrule the
Moderator and throw out the absentee ballots. After Mr. Schofield again explained his position,
Jim Skehan stated that the Town's attorney, Bart Mayer, was present at the Public Hearing and
said that the absentee ballot are acceptable. By majority voice vote, the motion to throw out
the absentee ballots was defeated.
Harold Neville spoke in favor of Emergency Temporary Zoning. Mr. Neville explained that
the Town will continue to be targeted without zoning and that makes townspeople "spectators"
on the side watching. Mr. Neville felt that "we should have control over our destiny."
Geneva Thompson made a motion to postpone Emergency Temporary Zoning
indefinitely. There was no second.
Lee Spiller said that he has walked the site for the proposed transfer station and that it will
"ruin the community." Mr. Spiller feels that Casella Waste Management has told the
townspeople "what you want to hear."
When D Byers stated that all land use regulations are "gone" as of tonight Emergency
Temporary Zoning passes. Selectman Chris Seamans explained that all current regulations stand
OS per Attorney Bart Mayer. Attorney Mayer does not consider this to be "spot zoning."
Janet Normandeau and Blair Foits talked about the progress being made by the Land
Use Regulations Committee. Ms. Folts further stated that the Department of Environmental
Services says that "we should take care of our town" and that DES is cdrefully watching the
if

voting

results.

At 6:50pm, the question was called by Perley Thompson, seconded by Jim Skehan.
Moderator Slack announced that the polls would be open at 6:55pm and remain open until
8:55pm. Voting began at 6:55pm in the rear meeting room of the fire station. The polls closed at
8:55pm. Ballots were counted by Susan Slack (Moderator), Andrea Hubbard (Town Clerk), Lisa

and

Laurie Caldwell (Ballot Clerk).
the balloting were announced at 9:15pm by Moderator Susan Slack. Yes
187, No 124 (31
totol ballots cast). A motion was made by Stanley Drelick, seconded by Wayne
Monaghan, to restrict reconsideration on Article
The motion carried by unanimous voice vote.
Upon a motion made by Harold Neville, seconded by Stanley Drelick, the Special Town Meeting
was adjourned at 9:1 7pm.
The minutes of the December 16, 1999 Special Town Meeting are correct to the best of
my knowledge and belief. One(l cassette tape of the meeting was made and is available at
Town Hall in the Town Clerk's Office in support of these minutes.
Morrill (Ballot Clerk)

The

results of
1

1

.

)

Respectfully Submitted,

Andrea S. Hubbard
Town Clerk
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TOWN WARRANT
New Hampshire

2000 EFFINGHAM
State of

To the inhabitants of the Town of Effingham
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:

in

the County of Carroll

in

the State of

New

notified to meet at the Effingham Town Hall in said Effingham on Tuesday, March
2000 at eleven o'clock in the forenoon, polls to be open from
:00am to 7:00pm to act upon
Articles
2, 3 and 4 with the meeting to reconvene at nine o'clock in the forenoon of Saturday,
March 18, 2000 at the Effingham Town Hall in Effingham to act upon the remaining Articles:
Article 1.
To choose all necessary town officers for the year ensuing.

You are hereby
14,

1

1

,

Posiiion

Article 2.

Article 3.

Article 4.

1

if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Five Thousand
be added to the Police Cruiser and Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)

To see

Article 6.

Dollars ($5000.00) to

Article

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand
Hundred Dollars ($7500.00) to be added to the Rescue Unit Vehicle and
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and the
Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)

To see

7.

it

Five

if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty
Five
Dollars ($25,000.00) to be added to the Fire Truck and Equipment
Capital Reserve Fund previously established. The Selectmen and the Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)

To see

Article 8.

Thousand

the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Five
Hundred Dollars ($5500.00) for a personal allotment for Effingham Fire Department
members. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this

To see

Article 9.

if

appropriation. (Majority vote required)
Article 10.

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand
a personal allotment for Effingham Rescue Squad members.
The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
To see

if

the

will

Dollars ($5000.00) for

(Majority vote required)
Article

1

.

To see the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand
Two Hundred Dollars ($7200.00) to finance the agreement between the Town of
Effingham and Medstar EMS for the purpose to provide backup ambulance
service for the calendar year 2000. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
if

recommend
Article 12.

To see

if

the

this

appropriation. (Majority vote required)

Town

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand

will

be placed in the existing Emergency Management/
Expendable General Fund Trust. The Selectmen and the Budget

Dollars ($ro,000.00) to

Disaster

Committee recommend

Article 13.

this

appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($9500.00) for the repairs and maintenance of town owned
bridges. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this

To see

if

the

appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article 14.

To see

if

the

Town

will

WARRANT ARTICLE

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
and mowing. The

Dollars ($10,000.00) for roadside clearing, brush cutting

Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend

this

appropriation.

(Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article 15.

To see

if

the

Town

WARRANT

ARTICLE

appropriate the sum of One Hundred Ten
10,000.00) for road resurfacing and sealing. The Selectmen

will

vote

raise

Thousand Dollars ($1
and the Budget Committee recommend

this

appropriation.

(Majority vote required)
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Article 16.

To see

the

if

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE
Town will vote to raise and appropriate \he sum

Dollars ($70,000.00) for

of Seventy Thousand
road reconstruction. The Selectmen and the Budget

Committee recommend

Article 17.

To see
Dollars

this

appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
($10,000.00) to be added to the Huntress Bridge Capital Reserve Fund
the

if

previously established. The Selectmen are designated agents to expend. The
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)

Article 18.

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Thousand
Five Hundred Dollars ($7500.00) to add to the existing Municipal Buildings
Expendable Trust for the purpose of repairing and maintaining all municipal
buildings and parking lots. The Selectmen are designated agents to expend. The
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.

To see

if

the

(Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article

1 9.

To see

if

the

Hundred

Town

will

WARRANT

vote to

raise

ARTICLE
and appropriate

the sum of Six Thousand One
Hundred Dollars ($4800.00) for the
site and One Thousand Three

Dollars ($6100.00). Four Thousand Eight

engineering services for monitoring the

landfill

Hundred Dollars ($1300.00) for water quality analysis of the landfill site. The
Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article 20.

To see

if

the

Thousand

Town

will

WARRANT

vote to

raise

ARTICLE
and appropriate

Dollars ($32,000.00) to treat

all

the

sum

of Thirty-

pollution.

Two

town gravel roads, W/\ce each, with

pressurized liquefied calcium chloride to help stabilize the gravel

The Selectmen and Budget Committee

recommend

and

this

control dust

appropriation.

(Majority vote required)

Article 21.

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fourteen
Thousand Seven Hundred Seventy-Nine Dollars ($14,779.00) to hire a part-time,
hour per week police officer. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee

To see

if

the

recommend

this

appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article 22.

24--

WARRANT ARTICLE

passed, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of Three Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty Dollars ($3950.00) to increase the
operating expenses and outfit the part-time police officer with basic issue. Two
If

Article

#2^

is

Hundred

Dollars ($200.00) for training.

supplies.

One Thousand

Two Hundred

Fifty

Dollars ($250.00) for

expense Two Thousand Five
The Selectmen and Budget

Dollars ($1000.00) for cruiser

Hundred Dollars ($2500.00) for officer's basic issue.
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article 23.
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WARRANT

ARTICLE

To see of the Town will vote to create on expendable trust in accordance with
RSA 31:19-A to be known as the Effingham Fire Station #2 Expendable Trust, for

the purpose of building an addition on the fire station and raise and appropriate
the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000.00) toward this purpose. The Selectmen

would be designated agents

recommend

Article 24.

this

to

expend. The Selectmen and Budget Committee

appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Thirty-Two
Thousand Dollars ($32,000.00) to buy, deliver and spread crushed gravel on
To see

if

the

it

recommend

Huntress Bridge Road. The Selectmen

Committee does not recommend

SPECIAL
Article 25.

this

this appropriation. The Budget
appropriation. (Majority vote required)

WARRANT

ARTICLE

if the Town will vote to create an expendable trust in accordance with RSA
31:19-A to be known as the Effingham Dry Hydrant Expendable Trust, for the
purpose of installing and maintaining dry hydrants and appropriate the sum of

To see

Five Thousand Dollars ($5000.00) toward this purpose. The Selectmen would be
designated agents to expend. The Selectmen and Budget Committee
recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL

WARRANT

ARTICLE

Article 26.

To see if the Town will vote to transfer One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.00) from the
General Fund to be added to the Fire Truck and Equipment Capital Resen/e Fund
previously established. One Thousand Dollars ($1000.00) was from the Town of
Parsonsfield in 1999. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)

Article 27.

To see

SPECIAL WARRANT ARTICLE
Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ten Thousand
Dollars ($10,000.00) to be added to the existing Community Center Expendable
Trust. The Selectmen would be designated agents to expend. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation.
if

the

(Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article 28.

if

the

Town

If

Ballot

the

sum

WARRANT

Question #2 passes, to see
of Five

Enforcement
this

Officer.

if

ARTICLE
Town will vote

the

to raise

and appropriate

a part-time Zoning
The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend

Thousand

Dollars

($5000.00) to hire

appropriation. (Majority vote required)

SPECIAL
Article 30.

ARTICLE

will

SPECIAL
Article 29.

WARRANT

vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Hundred
Twenty-Two Dollars ($422.00) in order for the town to participate in the Lakes
Region Planning Commissions' 2000 Household Hazardous Waste Collection
Program. The Selectmen and the Budget Committee recommend this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
To see

WARRANT ARTICLE

Question #2 passes, to see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Three Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($3200.00) for an operating
budget for the Effingham Zoning Board of Adjustment to include the purchase of
a file cabinet, tape recorder and supplies. The Selectmen and Budget
Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
If

Ballot
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SPECIAL
Article 31.

Town

WARRANT ARTICLE

vote to raise and appropriate thie sum of Three Thousand
in the existing non-lapsing warrant article for the
purpose of updating the Master Plan and Land Use Regulations. The Selectmen
and Budget Committee recommend this appropriation. (Majority vote required)
To see

if

the

will

Dollars ($3000.00) to

be placed

SPECIAL

WARRANT ARTICLE

Article 32.

To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand
Nine Hundred Thirty-Three Dollars ($1933.00) to restore and microfilm two Vital
Statistics Books (dated 1886 to 1926) for their historic preservation. This is
designated as a non-lapsing Special Warrant Article. Petitioned by Andrea S.
Hubbard and others. (Majority vote required)

Article 33.

To see if the Town will vote to create an expendable fund trust known as
Uninsured Loss Expendable Trust Fund and appropriate the sum of Three Thousand
Dollars ($3000.00) toward this purpose. This fund would cover all town personnel
that are employed, elected and appointed, including members of the fire
department and rescue squad. The Selectmen would be designated agents to

SPECIAL

WARRANT ARTICLE

expend. The Selectmen and Budget Committee recommend

this

appropriation.

(Majority vote required)
Article 34.

Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred
Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Six Dollars ($589,786.00) for the
ensuing year for general Town operations. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. The Budget Committee recommends an appropriation of Five
Hundred Eighty Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty Six Dollars ($587,786.00)
To see

if

the

Eighty Nine

(Majority vote required)

SUMMARY OF TOWN MEETING VOTES
MARCH?, 1999
Selectman
(Three Year Term)

Thomas

E.

Green

204
23

Stanley Drelick

Moderator
(Two Year Term)
Susan Slack
Steve Zaiewski

39
29

Trustee of Trust Funds

(Three Year Term)

Wendy Damon

1

90

Trustee of Library

(Three Year Term)
Martha Bates
Paul Rowlings

43
4

Cemetery Trustee
(Three Year Term)
Stanley Drelick

38
4

Geneva Thonnpson
Cemetery

Trustee

(Two Year Term)
Susan Slack

21

Wayne Monaghan

6

Cemetery Trustee
(One Year Tenn)

Wayne Monaghan

21

Susan Slack

6

Budget Committee
(Three Year Term)
Mike Pilkovsky

194

Arthur Surette
Bill

21

Barter

Planning Board
(Three Year Term)
George W. Brown, Jr
William Stewart
Donna Nicholson

1

180
60
1

15
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
LAND:
Current Use

479,754.00

Residential

23,636,77 1 .00
2,845,100.00
121,482.00

Connmercial
Public

Utilities

$27,083,107.00

BUILDINGS:
Public

827,152.00

Utilities

Manufactured Housing

1,668,350.00

Connmercial

4,65 1 ,32 .00
1

Residential

33,055,450.00

$40,202,273.00
Total valuation before

exemptions

$67,285,380.00

EXEMPTIONS:

Wood

12,037.00

Solar/Windpower

1

Blind

1

Elderly

265,000.00

Veteran
Total exemptions from valuation
Net valuation on which Tax Rate

1

1

,900.00

$305,437.00
is

computed:

P^e22

,500.00

5,000.00

$66,860,457.00

DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division

1999 Tax Rate Calculation

Town/City

of:

EFFINGHAM

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
For the fiscal year

ending December

31

,

vs EXPENDITURES
1

999

Q

SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town

(Land and Building)
and Equipment

Hall

Furniture
Librar/

Police

Equipment

Murray
Lord's

Field Fire Station

Hill

Fire

Station

Department Equipment
Rescue Squad Equipment
Higtiway Dept (Land & BIdg)

Fire

Transfer Station

Map#

$1 63,350.00

30,000.00
3,000.00
31,000.00
84,600.00
39.350.00
249,000.00
81 ,303.00
39,350.00
3,500.00

For the

1

1

Tax Collector's Report
year ending December 31, 1999

999 Property Tax
999 Property Tax Interest

$772,034.6
863.23
430.00
34,921.00

1999 Inventory Penalties
1999 Yield Tax
999 Yield Tax Interest
1999 NSF Charges
1999 Current Use Penalty
1

1

999 Tax Lien Redemptions (levy of

1

440.00
1

998)

1

1999 Tax Lien Redemption Interest
999 Tax Lien Costs
999 Fees Prior to Lien

1

9,503.2

942.74
5865.50
320.00
$835,346.52

1

1

998
1998
1998
1998

.23

25.00

Property Tax
Property Tax Interest
Inventory Penalties

$554,650.70
13,514.36
1,350.00

Yield Tax

825.00

998 Yield Tax Interest
998 Yield Tax Redemptions (levy of 997)
1998 Tax Lien Redemption Interest
1

1

1

50. 1

29,479.28

1

6,869.09

$606,838.56

997 Tax Lien Redemptions (levy of
1997 Tax Lien Redemption Interest
1997 Tax Lien Costs
1

1

$35,335.63
9,087.72

996)

33.50

$44,456.85

1996 Tax Lien Redemptions (levy of 1995)
1996 Tax Lien Redemption Interest

$1,020.91

347.17
$1,368.08

Total

Remitted to Treasurer 1999

$ ,488,0 0.0
1

1
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER
Motor Vehicle
Certified

Title

Registrations

Fees

UCC's
Federal Tax Liens

Agreement

Total Receipts to Treasurer
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$1

1

9,994.00

472.00
1,412.50
1

,325.00
1

Vital Statistics

Articles of

1999

Applications

Dog Licenses
Dog Rnes
Filing

31,

.00

344.00
235.33
30.00
10.00
$1 23,823.83

VENDOR PAYMENT ANALYSIS
1, 1999 through December 31,

January
Executive Suppffes
Current, Inc.

Freedom Security
Lexis Law
Mellisa Ferland

NEBS
Norttieast Info Sys

Peter
Quill

Case

Corporation

Staples
Steve Davis Office
Execufivre Postage
Mellisa Ferland

US Postmaster
Tax Collector

Exec.Tetephone
AT&T
Bell

Atlantic

OneStar Long Dist.
Group Long Dist.
Executive Mileage
Lisa A. Morrill

Peter G.

Thomas

Case
Green

E.

Recording Fees
Carroll Registry

WorlahoDs/Seminar
Bell Atlantic

C1.L.

Ginny

Fluet

Welfare Workshop

ExecComputer
Intuit

Exectrffve- Ofher

Landmark
Lisa A. Morrill

Northland
Porter Office

Steve Davis Office

1999

VENDOR PAYMENT ANALYSIS JANUARY
& Registration
Town Clerk Assoc.
NE Assoc of Town Clerk
Election

&

Election

1,

1999 through

DECEMBER

Financial Admin.

VHal Statistics
20.00
20.00

NH State Treasurer
Town Clerk

Registration

Ossipee Police Dept.
Press

Election

&

Registrgtion

Andrea

S.

Hubbard

Election

&

Registrgtion

Revaluation Salary
96.00

Mileage

Advertising

Independent-Granite
Fingncial Admin.

Supplies

Branham
Business

Danis

Publishing

Management

& Huot

NEBS

NHTCA
Corporation
Real Data Corp

Quill

Financial Admin.

Postage
US Postmaster
Financial Admin.
Telephone
AT&T
Bell

Atlantic

One Star

217.94 Frank Keville
19.55 Public Service of
290.67

Financial Admin.

NH

Government Buildings

Mileage
Pat Parker

37.51

Heating Fuel
Irving Heating

Oil

37.51

Financial Admin.
Registry ot
Carroll

Deeds

Cty Registry

Govemmenf Buildings
647.98 Other
647.98 DJ's Septic

Financial Admiru

Tax Collector Assoc.
NH Tax Collector Assoc

Tax Collector Fees

Andrea

S.

Hubbard

Pumping

Cemeteries
40-00

Andrew Ferland
40.00 Frank Kevilie
Indian

Financial Admin.

Mound

Skehan

Home

5350.00 Thaddeus
5350.00

Ctr.

Thome

Insurance Fees
Financial Admin.
Auditors

Mason &

Rich

300.00
-128.00

172.00

Election Expenses

Salmon

31, 1999

NHMA

Liability Trust

9166.10 Compensation Funds
9166.10

VENDOR PAYMENT ANALYSIS JANUARY

1,

1999 through

DECEMBER

31, 1999

VENDOR PAYMENT ANALYSIS JANUARY

1,

1999 through

DECEMBER

31,

VENDOR PAYMENT ANALYSIS JANUARY

1,

1999 through

DECEMBER

31, 1999

<
LU

i

VITAL STATISTICS REPORTED TO THE TOWN CLERK
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1999

MARRIAGES
DATE

NAME OF

February 14

Surrette, Arthur R.

March 29

Murray, Nancy A.
LeBlanc, Patrick E.
Rines,

Julys

September

18

September

18

October 29

BRIDE

AND GROOM

Wanda L

Edwards, Robert S.
Blackey, Erin M.
Seamans, Christopher A.
Burton, Meredith Jean
Trombly, Roy C.
Carboni, Lisa Ann

Rebecca

Effingham
Effingham
Effingham
Effingham
Effingham

Madison
Effingham
Effingham
Cornish,
Cornish,

Downs, David W.
Sutton,

RESIDENCE

ME
ME

Effingham
Effingham

J.

BIRTHS

DATE

NAME OF CHILD

NAME OF MOTHER AND

April 12

Kalee Ann Marie Johnson
Jacob Luke Johnson

May

Brian Peter Morrissey

Darrell and Rebecca Johnson
Darrell and Rebecca Johnson
Stephan and Joanna Morrissey

1

FATHER

June 15

Allison Pearl ingle

George and Robin

Julys

Nicholas Isaiah Leonard
Alyssa Marie Carrier
Tyler Isaac Hall
Emma Marie Adjutant
Hayley Marie Edwards

John and Karen Leonard

July 14
July 18
July 19

August 17

Mangum

Paul Carrier

and

ingle

Danielle Westfall

Stephen Hall and Christina Massey
David and Shawn Adjutant
Elliot and Bridget Edwards
Jonathan and Loren Mangum

September 30
October 4
October 21

Kassandra Lynn Wickman

Kristen A.

Gwyneth Mary Anderson

November 28

Mykayla Margaret Burdette

Michael and Kelly Anderson
John and Sharon Burdette

DATE

NAME OF DECEASED

PLACE OF DEATH

Downs, George Melvin
Lamb, Thomas J.

Wolfeboro, NH
Wolfeboro, NH
Effingham, NH

Jacob

Isaiah

Wickman

DEATHS

February

1

November 19
November 21
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Albert, Charies

L.

Effingham Planning Board
7999 Report
The Planning Board has had another busy year with two lots subdivided,
completion of the survey, ongoing Master Plan work and the creation of an
advisory comnnittee to study and develop a zoning proposal.
Board nnembers continue to take advantage
State Planning as well as Municipal

Law

of classes offered

by the Office

of

lectures.

The Board presented a finished survey to the Town in February. The results of
that survey led to the Board creating an advisory committee in June to study
and create a zoning ordinance. In December, the committee presented their
findings. The proposed ordinance will be discussed by the Board and placed on
the Town Warrant for a vote in March.
Public input

make
Gary

is

always welcome,

it

being

vital to

the Planning Board's

ability to

decisions that affect the Town.
Jewell,

Chairman

Effingham Planning Board
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EFFINGHAM ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
The recently appointed Zoning Board of Adjustment has met several times
since its appointment in January. We have been working on developing
Rules of Procedure and Instructions and Applications for persons seeking
appeals. We have also been working with the Selectmen to produce a
Certificate of Zoning Compliance. We have also met with ZBA and
Enforcement Officials from area towns so that we may better understand
our roles and responsibilities to the people of Effingham. The members of
the ZBA will be attending an ail day training program in May sponsored by
the Office of State Planning. Our regular monthly meeting is held on the
first

Wednesday

of the

month

at

7pm

in

the Town

Hall.

Respectfully Submitted,
William Piekut

Chairman
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EFFINGHAM HISTORIC

DISTRICT

COMMISSION

Stewardship has been the focus of the activities of the Commission since the time of its
establishment. This Historic District preservation process provides and enrichment of aesthetic
and civic values to the entire community. It is a certainty that cooperative stev^/ardship by
District property owners is essential to this prescribed procedure.
this perspective, the Commission meets the second Wednesday of each month at
oversee adherence to the standards set forth by the NH State Statutes as defined by
Ordinance and the Scenic Road designation. This Board is entrusted to uphold given
standard and its duties include advising District property owners of the governing regulations at
all limes. During 1999, eleven meetings were held for the foregoing purpose.

With

7:30pm

the

to

District

The Commission is the source for information pertaining to the governance of the Districts
enabled to provide assistance for compliance with the Regulations. In matters
concerning changes within the Districts, foresight is essential. It is critical to obtain approval from
the Commission before going forward with work involving visible changes. To ensure
conformance with the District Regulations and the Scenic Road designation. Application for
Approval forms must be completed and submitted before beginning visible changes. These
forms are readily available and timely filing will prevent extra work and expense to the Town.
The Application is a tool to help resolve problems and to encourage progress in line with

and

is

preservation objectives.

The bonding of Historic District property owners with the stewardship initiative of the
Commission is essential to providing a lasting effect on our surroundings. Our individual sense of
place assuredly projects a very real sense of who we are, and this influences our actions.
However, partnership is an important element in the effort to safeguard cultural landmarks,
which is an obligation to the entire community.
The Historic District Commission is committed to a united preser/ation agenda which
speaks to our present day and which will speak to generations of the future because our
landscapes and places are documents of the character of the Town of Effingham.
Respectfully Submitted,

Natalie A. Lourie, Chair
Arleen Gertsen, Secretary
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EFFINGHAM CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Conservation Commission members, eager to participate on the growing concerns of
land use not only in this community, but in surrounding area towns as well, attended
numerous lectures, meetings, forums and conferences this year. Of primary concern
were the twelve miles of ATV trails proposed by the state for the Pine River State Forest.
The threat to wildlife habitat, the rare pitch pine forest as well as other plant species
prompted a letter to DRED objecting strongly to the introduction of motorized vehicles
into the forest. DRED was also reminded of their promise at the time of the original
agreement to keep the use of the Forest passive.
Earth Day, '99

was held on

April

1

7'^^

and had the

largest corp of volunteers ever. The

list

grown and the neatness of the roadsides in Effingham attests
to the dedication to their commitment. The good weather contributed to the success of
the day which ended with a picnic barbecue at the Murray Field Fire House.

of Roadside Custodians has

Coinciding with Earth Day was the Effingham School Poster contest and the awarding
a $150.00 scholarship to the school for students attending the Environmental Camp in
Maine in the summer.

By Laws for the Conservation Commission were accepted

of

in April.

new bridges proposed by the state, one on route 153 between Freedom and
Effingham, the other on Route 25 into Maine, were put on the Commission's agenda.
One or more members were in attendance at every meeting the state held putting forth
their plan. Perseverance and cooperation by Effingham and Freedom conservation
members and other citizens groups helped in saving the pedestrian walkway on the 153
bridge project which had been eliminated from the state's original plans.
The two

In mid-fall, the commission received notice from DES of a proposed transfer station to be
located on the route 25 property of Redmen and Fortin of Maine. This facility is to be built
and run by Casella Waste Management of New Jersey. The commission requested a site
specific plan from NHDES and gathered as much pertinent information as was available
at that time. Since members of the commission were divided on the transfer station and
unable to take a united stand as a town body it was decided to sponsor a straight
forward question and answer forum. Representatives of the Casella Company
presented themselves at the Town Hall and the forum was held to its original intent of
questions and answers. The attempt was to be fair and direct without the acrimonious
sentiment that had prevailed at previous meetings regarding the Casella project. A
second meeting was a site walk with the Casella representatives where they pointed out

their building plans.

to cut and dredge and
were conducted in areas

The usual intents
site

inspections

fill

permits

were reviewed at each meeting and

involving wetlands.

The Conservation Commssion meets the first Tuesday of the month at 7:00pm at Town
Hall. Notices of any meetings changes will be posted at Town Hall, Post Office, Historical
Society

and the Town

Transfer Station.

Respectfully Submitted,

John Edwards, Chairman
Patricia Leonard, Secretary
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EFFINGHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT
1999 REPORT
First

of

all,

I

would

like

to thank Kevin

Downs

for his

many

years of sen/ice as

Effingham's police officer.

Since August 5, 999, it has been my pleasure to work as your Acting Chief of
Police. Since was hired, have worked a total of 41 4.5 hours, for on average of
20.75 hours per week.
1

I

I

While working these hours, have met many wonderful people. have had the
opportunity to visit the Effingham Elementary School to talk with the students
and teachers. have met with townspeople during the Tuesday morning coffee
hour at the Historical Society building. On numerous occasions, have attended
public hearings, special town meetings, and other meetings/gatherings of
I

I

I

I

townspeople.
I

have

also

detailed

On

list

handled

31 criminal

of these complaints

complaints and 37 motor vehicle violations.

and

A

violations follows.

Town of Effingham, would like to thank the Carroll County
Department and the State Police at Troop E for their assistance to the
Town. Due to their assistance, no colls hove gone unanswered. Attached is a
detailed list of calls they have handled in 1999.
behalf of the

I

Sheriff's

As you have read in the newspapers, times are changing. Crime is no longer just
the surrounding towns. Our Town is relying heavily on the sen/ices of Carroll
County Sheriff's Department and the State Police. It is time for Effingham
residents to think about ways to help keep crime down and rely less on other
agencies for enforcement of the low.

in

I

encourage you

to vote to

odd a second

part-time police officer

Respectfully Submitted,

Donald F. Grow, Acting Chief
Effingham Police Department
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2000 MEMBERSHIP ROSTER

Effingham Rescue

Unit, Inc.

James Applei
Melanie Gattermann
Larry McCullough
Andrew C. Hubbard

Meredith Burton

John Burdette
Becky Burton
William

R.

Burton

Erik Finniss

Cory Hewitt
Andrea S. Hubbard
Richard Lourie
Brent Rogers
Donna Rogers
Christopher A. Seamans

Effingham

Fire

Department

Richard W. Thompson, Chief
Urbain "Sonny" English
Brent Rogers

Caleb Pike
Andrew C. Hubbard
Harold Nunan
Richard Lourie

-

William Dietzel

Burton Johnson
Charles Elliott
Erik Finniss

Craig Howard

Thomas Green
James Applei
Robert

Morrill, Sr.

Donna Rogers
Nathan Monroe, Junior Member
Josh Tozier, Junior

Member
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EFFINGHAM VOLUNTEER

FIRE

DEPARTMENT

The Effingham Volunteer Fire Department is a 100% volunteer department, please keep in mind
that most members are employed in the private sector which could affect some response times.
We had our regular monthly business meetings and numerous trainings and work details. A CPR
course was given and most members are CPR trained.

We are very pleased with the towns support in the painting of Station
Two way portable
The department

is

#2.

have been upgraded. We are continuing our drivers training program.
hopeful that the 91 house numbering vAW be completed by the end of 2000.

radios

1

SO** Anniversary of the Effingham Rre Department was a huge success. The highlight of the
celebration was the erection of the Bremen's Memorial located at Station #2. A formal
dedication of the memorial will take place during the summer of 2000. Many thanks to the
people v^o made the Memorial a reality.

The

All inhabitants should consider the accessibility to their property for emergency apparatus,
width of the road, elevation, bridges, etc. If any questions, feel free to contact any of the
Officers listed below.

The following
13

is

a

list

of runs

made in

1999:

i.e..

REPORT OF

TOWN

FOREST

FIRE

WARDEN AND

STATE FOREST

RANGER

To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest Ranger, contact
your local Warden or Rre Department to find out if a permit is required before doing ANY
outside burning. Fire permits are required for any open burning unless the ground is
completely covered with snow where the burning will be done. Violations of RSA 227L:l 7, the fire permit law and the other burning laws of the State of New Hampshire are
misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also
all fire suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire Division of
Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the 1999 season Forest Rangers were
bust assisting communities with suppression of difficult and remote multi-day fires. Forest
Rangers have also investigated numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber
harvest and forest fire laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you
have any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our office at

liable for

271-2217.

There are 2400 Forest Rre Wardens and Deputy Forest Rre Wardens throughout
the state. Each town has a Forest Rre Warden and several Deputy Wardens who assist
the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppression, prevention and law enforcement. The
1999 fire season was a challenging but safe year for wildland firefighters in New
Hampshire. The severe drought conditions throughout the spring and summer months
combined with the residual effects of the 1998 Ice Storm, resulted in a dramatic increase
in wildland fires. In addition to burning in excess of 452 acres, 35 structures were also
impacted by wildfire. Wildland fires in the urban interface is a serious concern for both
landowners and firefighters. Homeowners can help protect their structures by
maintaining adequate green space around them and making sure that houses are
properly identified with street numbers.
The State of New Hampshire operated 5 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols and 3
contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens aid in the quick
response from local fire departments. This is a critical factor in controlling the size of
wildland fires and keeping the loss of property and suppression costs as low as possible.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside buming.
1

REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST HRESM
1999 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires

Reported

TOTALS BY COUNTY

Numbers
Hillsborough

thru

December

10, 1999)

CAUSES OF
Acres

FIRES

REPORTED

1999 EFFINGHAM RESCUE

SQUAD

Effingham Rescue saw a 55% increase in emergency calls from 1998 fo 1999. We are
fortunate to have also increased our licensed membership to include 2 paramedics, 8
EMT's and 5 rescue members with CPR certification. One member is also enrolled in a
First Responder Course and will hopefully be licensed by the end of March 2000. Jim
Applei remains our Captain

and Andy Hubbard is President/Head

During 1999, Effingham Rescue responded to the following

73
1

37
7

of Service.

emergency

calls:

Medical Aid
Motor Vehicle Accidents
Assist Effingham Fire Department

Paramedic Intercepts/Mutual Aid Assistance

calls, 33 required ALS (Advanced Life Support) services. Effingham Rescue
transported 40 patients, MedStar Ambulance assisted with 22 transports, 3 patients were
transported via private vehicle and 70 were non-transports. We also responded to
several "assistance" calls to help people back into bed or up off the floor.

Of these 133

spite of still not having street numbers, Effingham Rescue is always able to find you in
case of emergency. When you dial 911, your name and street name appear on the
dispatcher's screen - so even if you cannot provide this information, we can find you!
Dialing 91 will provide you with immediate medical services.
In

1

We are blessed each year with many generous donations and cards of thanks - all of
v^ich are most appreciated. A simple "thank you" means more to our members than
you can imagine. We continue to strive to bring quality volunteer emergency medical
services to the townspeople of Effingham.
Respectfully Submitted,

Andrea

S.

Secretary
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Hubbard

EFFINGHAM RESCUE SQUAD
FINANCIAL REPORT FOR 1999
Income:

Town

of Effingham Appropriation

$10,000.00

Expenses:

OVMAA

Dues

Clothing/Protective
Disease Prevention

$2,500.00

Gear

568.94
600.00
709.47
336.10
50.00
156.39
266.22
2,459.92

Equipment
Fuel

Legal Rling Fees
Administrative/Office Supplies

Radio Purchases/Maintenance
Supplies

Telephone

225.27

Training

1,289.50

Vehicle Maintenance
MedStar EMS (back-up)
Bank Fees

1

Income

$13,404.91
31, 1998

$1,454.56
1 0,000.00

1

13,404.91

1

Balance on Hand: December

1

42.00

999
Expenses for 999
for

.

3,000.00

Total Expenses

Balance on Hand: December

,20 1

31

,

1

999

$1 ,950.35

of the 1999 Town of Effingham
Appropriation was not received in 1999.
The remaining balance due to
Effingham Rescue of $6,365.00 was paid
*AII

in

Januar/ 2000.

Respectfully Submited,

Andrea

S.

Hubbard

Secretary
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February

7,

2000

Medstar Emergency Medical Services,
#40 Route 41
West Ossipee, NH 03890

Inc.

Board of Selectmen

Town

of Effingham
Effingham, NH

Dear Board Members;
At your request

we responded
They are as

I

have reviewed your 91

1

ambulance needs and would

offer this report. In 1999

to 67 calls for assistance.

follows:

18-

calls

5
8
26

-

fire

-

patients transported

1

-

cancelled en route
cancelled on arrival or sign
department standbys

offs

obtained

Of the 26 transports we have received payment for only 4. Obviously, this made for a financial
problem for us. Based on the total responses of 67 would offer the following proposal. A yearly
fee of $7200.00 paid in twelve equal monthly installments commencing as soon as possible after
your annual town meeting.
1

I

I

hope

this

is

acceptable

to

you and as always thank you

for

your most valued

and continued

support.

Should you require further information from
Best Regards,

Randall
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E.

Hayford, REMT-I

me please do

not hesitate to

call

me anytime.

1

999 EFFINGHAM

ANIMAL CONTROL REPORT

Animal control would like to thank all of ttiose residents who registered their dogs in 999.
helps identify your dog should he become lost. But in order to identify your dog he
needs to be wearing the tag he is assigned to. The dog can be easily identified from its
tags and in one phone call the owner can be contacted. Otherwise, if the dog is not
claimed in a reasonable amount of time he is taken to the shelter where the owner will
encounter a fine and the expense of the room and board while he is housed there.
1

This

Cats continue to be a growing problem. Once they are abandoned as adults or kittens
they will become wild and more difficult to catch. This poses a nuisance problem and
potential health risks should someone be scratched or bitten when trying to come in
contact with one.

We urge you as owners of an animal to immunize your pets to help control disease and
to neuter

them

in

order to control the over population problem.

Randy Tuttle
Animal Control Officer
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MASON +RICH
PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATION
CERTIFIED

PUBLIC

ACCOUNTANTS

November 13, 1999

Board of Selectmen
Town Office
Effingham, New Hampshire
In planning and performing our audit of the financial statements of the
Town of Effingham, New Hampshire, for the year ended December 31, 1998, we
considered the Town's internal control structure to determine our auditing
procedures for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the financial
statements and not to provide assurance on the internal control structure.

During our audit we did not become aware of any matters that were
opportunities for strengthening internal controls and operating
The material that follows addresses the status of the prior
efficiency.
This letter does not affect our
year's audit finding and recommendations.
report dated November 13, 1999 on the financial statements of the Town of
Effingham.
We will review the status of these comments
engagement. We have already discussed many
suggestions with various Town personnel and
them in further detail at your convenience,
study of these matters, or to assist you in
recommendations

during our next audit
of these comments and
we will be pleased to discuss
to perform any additional
implementing the

SIX

BICENTENNIAL

Respectfully submitted.

SQUARE

CONCORD

NEW HAMPSHIRE
03301
FAX: (603) 224-2613
(603) 224-2000

MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Certified Public Accountants

1247

WASHINGTON
ROAD
SUITE B
P.O.

BOX

520

RYE

NEW HAMPSHIRE
03870-0520
FAX: (603) 964-6105
(603)

:ERTIF1ED PUBLIC

964-7070

ACCOUNTANTS

PRIVATE COMPANIES
PRACTICE SECTION
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us on the web: www.masonrich.com

Town of Effingham

-2-

November 13, 1999

STATUS OF PRIOR YEAR'S FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:
TAX COLLECTOR:
General

-

Trainine

Finding/Recommendation - We had initially noted in the 1995 audit that the Tax
Collector had not been formally trained in the use of the BMSI tax collector's
software. As a result the software was not being used in the most efficient or
proper manner. As the Tax Collector's position is only "part-time", we felt that
it was even more important that the Tax Collector be able to use the software in
the most efficient manner to increase her productivity. Also, because the
package is operating as a stand alone package, it is absolutely crucial for both
good internal control purposes and to insure that outstanding tax and lien
listings are correctly stated, that certain monthly reconciliations and proofs
be done timely. These monthly reconciliatons involve reconciling the information
from the BMSI tax collector software to the total of the Treasurer's deposits
for the month and also to various backup documentation, i.e. abatements from the
Board of Selectmen, approved tax warrant totals, added tax warrants, tax deeded
By reconciling on a monthly basis, it will ensure that all items
property, etc.
for the month are posted to the correct account and correct period on the
system.

Status - We addressed this with the Tax Collector and the Board of Selectmen
and, with their approval, began training sessions with the Tax Collector on the
In addition in 1999 the Tax
various month end reconciliation procedures.
Collector had to go through a conversion of her data to an updated version of
the BMSI software. Additional training on the particular reports for the newer
version of the software remains to be scheduled and completed.

Posting of Cash Receipts

Finding/Recommendation - We had found in the prior years' audit that the amounts
reported on the Tax Collector's trial balance report for receipts for taxes and
interest and costs also included payments on property that had been tax deeded,
as well as various adjustments that had been posted to receipts. The columns for
receipts on the trial balance should include only actual receipts, as these two
columns must reconcile monthly to the actual deposits made per the Treasurer's
records by the Tax Collector.
Status - We noted only one instance in 1998 where an adjustment was through the
receipts column on the Tax Collector's Trial Balance.
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT

MASON+RICH

November 13,

1999

PROFESSIONAL
ASSOCIATION
CERTIFIED

PUBLIC

ACCOUNTANTS

Board of Selectmen
„
r.^j=Town of^ Effingham
Effingham, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of
the Town of Effingham, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 1998 and for
These general purpose financial statements are the
the year then ended.
responsibility of the Town's management. Our responsibility is to
express an opinion on these general purpose financial statements based
on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
standards.
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general purpose
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and
disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also
includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general
We believe that our audit
purpose financial statement presentation.
provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

The general purpose
include the general
in order to conform
amounts that should

BICENTENNIAL

SQUARE

CONCORD

NEW HAMPSHIRE

financial statements referred to above do not
fixed assets account group, which should be included
with generally accepted accounting principles. The
be recorded as general fixed assets are not known.

In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the
omission described in the preceding paragraph, the general purpose
financial statements referred to in the first paragraph present fairly,
in all material respects, the financial position of the Town of
Effingham, New Hampshire, as of December 31, 1998 and the results of its
operations and the cash flows of its proprietary and similar trust fund
types for the year then ended in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles.

03301
FAX: (603) 224-2613
(603)

224-2000

1247

WASHINGTON
ROAD
SUITE B
P.O.

BOX

520

RYE

JEW HAMPSHIRE

Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole. The accompanying
combining and individual fund financial statements listed as supporting
schedules in the table of contents are presented for purposes of
additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose
financial statements of the Town of Effingham, New Hampshire. Such
information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion,
is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the general
purpose financial statements taken as a whole.

03870-0520

Respectfully submitted.
FAX: (603) 964-6105
(603)

964-7070

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF

MASON + RICH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION
Certified Public Accountants

ED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
PRIVATE COMPANIES
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LAKES REGION PLANING COMMISSION
J 999 REPORT
Lakes Region Planning Connmission (LRPC), with a service area covering over 1200 square miles
Belknap, Carroll, Grafton and Merrimack Counties, is one of nine regional planning agencies
established by state statute. We continued to have a very busy year. Our work program
remains diverse with activities such as local planning, circuit rider planning, regional information
systems and mapping, transportation planning, economic development, and natural resources
planning. We are funded through multiple sources including local dues contributed by member
municipalities. LRPC was called upon many times each day to provide local technical advice,
and to respond to requests for service. We have also continued to maintain a regular dialogues
with those state agencies that depend on us for a linkage to the communities in the Lakes
Region. Our goal remains to provide support and leadership to the region, its governments,
in

businesses

and

citizens.

A few of our accomplishments over the past year are as follows:
•
Co-hosted and organized three public Municipal Law Lectures where practicing
attorneys provide legal perspective on local planning, zoning and other municipal
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

issues.

Performed substantial research leading to the publication of Lakes Region Scenic Byway
Corridor Management Plan. The plan is a guide for local communities interested in
maintaining or enhancing the qualities of a scenic Byway.
Completed the 999 update to Regional Transpoiiaiion Improvement Plan.
Maintained the Regional Census Data Center.
Coordinated the 14*^ annual Household Hazardous Waste Collection.
Provided information to communities about the National Flood Insurance Program.
Enhanced LRPC's Web site, www.lakesrpc.orq
Assumed a major role in conducting an extensive traffic data collection program.
Fulfilled regional efforts leading to completion of the Route 16 Corridor Study.
Maintained staff support for the Pemigewasset River Local Advisory Committee.
Convened two citizen educational workshops: one on the location of cellular towers and
the other on preparing and implementing a successful community survey.
Initiated research on regional commercial, industrial, and residential development
1

trends.
•
•

•

Completed an assessment for a regional household hazardous waste collection center.
In cooperation with NH Department of Environmental Services, completed a second
year of research that sought priority natural, cultural, and historic resources in all
communities. Over 1300 features have been identified.
Provided administrative support to the Advisor/ Task Force concerned about relocation
a section of Route 140 in Belmont. Task force includes members of neighboring towns.
Continued area commission meeting to facilitate opportunities for local communities
of

•

and commissioners

to discuss regional projects

and

priorities,

and the

role of the

commissioner

We look forward

to serving Effingham in the future. Feel free to contact
additional information or whenever we can be of assistance.

LRPC at 279-81 71

for
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VNA
1999

-

HOSPICE

ANNUAL REPORT

Visiting Nurse Associadon-Hospice of Southern Carroll County & Vicinity, Inc.
(VNA-Hospice) is a not-for-profit, fi:ee standing. Medicare certified provider of home
care, hospice and outpatient services to the residents of Alton, Brookfield, EfEngham,
Moultonboro, Ossipee, Sandwich, Tamworth, Tuftonboro, Wakefield and Wolfeboro. In
most of these towns the VNA-Hospice is the primary home care provider, while in others
we supplement the towns own visiting nurses with specialized care such as hospice.

The

The VNA-Hospice is a key component of the health care delivery system in this region,
and we know that the care we provide to our residents is essential to their abihty to
remain independent and in their own homes. The ability to provide quahty care to our
patients has always been our mission and the reason for our existence. We have
successfially been providing home care for over 50 years and we reaUy believe the best
long term care facility is your own home.

The

ability

survive the

of the VNA-Hospice to make the necessary changes to reduce costs, and
first year under the Balanced Budget Act (BBA) of 1997's Interim Payment

System (IPS) during Fiscal Year 1998 (FY98), really set the foundation for what had to be
accomplished during Fiscal Year 1999 (FY99). The economies that had been achieved
to be maintained and continually scrutinized, in order to ensure that everything was
being done to keep the costs in hne, while maintaining the high quality of care that VNA-

had

Hospice
During

is

known for.

FY99

the

VNA-Hospice

make a total of 35,533
FY98 and a total of 29%

staff drove 371,234 nules to

to our residents. This represents

a 3.9% reduction firom

reduction during the last two years.

visits

The VNA-Hospice has always depended on our

communities for support and to reimburse us for uncompensated services that were
provided to our residents without insurance coverage. While we are still facing many

because of the efforts of our staff and
be able to provide care in your town.

fiscal constraints,

wiU continue

to

The VNA-Hospice made 63 1

visits to residents

of the

many of you,

we have provided to

decrease in the

VNA-Hospice

Town of Effingham. We are

requesting a reimbursement of $1,076 to cover the actual
that

the

amount of uncompensated

care

year 1999. This represents a
to your community. Thank you for your continued

yoiir residents during our fiscal

number of visits

support.

Sincerely,

Marilyn A. Barba, MS, RN,

CNA

Executive Director
tnip
Visiting Nurse Association

PO
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Box 1620

•

Wolfeboro,

- Hospice of Southern Carroll County
and Vicinity, Inc.
New Hampshire 03894 V VNA (603) 569-2729 1-888-242-0655
FAX (603) 569-2409
•

Starting Point
Set-vices for victims

domestic

of

& sexual violence

October 29, 1999
Selectmen

Town of Effingham

PO Box

25

South Effingham,

NH

03882

Dear Selectmen:
I

am writing

Effingham

on behalf of Starting Point to request the sum of S 275 from the
2000 budget year.

Town of

for the

County Against Domestic Violence & Rape) is a nonagency providing services for victims of domestic and sexual violence in Carroll
County. Starring Point operates the county's only emergency shelter. Starting Point is
serves victims of crime - specifically victims of domestic violence and their children;
Starting Point (formerly Carroll

profit

sexual violence, incest and molestation.

Our program

statistics

and audit confirmation

scrutinized by the Attorney General's Office of the State of New Hampshire.

organization exists within the community to
to insure that victims' rights have

work

been observed

is

Our

closely with the criminal justice system

at all times.

have enclosed a summary of services we have provided to residents of your tov/n in the
calendar year. We urge you to encourage and support programs and laws that protect
our residents from victimization. Only then can we insure a safer community for

I

last

ourselves and our children.

Very

truly yours.

Mary May hew
Executive Director

P.O.

Box 1972

•

Conway, New Hampshire 03S

IS-

1972

•

Office: 603-356-7993

•

603-539-5506
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Citizens for

New Ham

Land and Community
PO Box
603/ 230-9729

1

566 * Concord, NH 03302603/ 228-0423 * Email; b

* F:

tjHi'J^ii

To:
Fr:

Dt:

Re:

4

W^

^' '^* ' ''» wHAlVl
Municipal Elected Officials & Planning Board Chairmen
Brian Hart, Coordinator, Citizens for New Hampshire Land and Community Heritage
January 21, 2000
SB 401, the Land and Community Heritage Investment Program

NH General Court will be considering Senate Bill 401, an act to establish the New
Hampshire Land and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP), If enacted, SB 401 would
provide communities with a matching source of state funds to complement local, private, and federal
ftmding for land conservation or historic restoration. This memo serves to update you on SB 401, and
ask you to voice your support for the enactment of this visionary program.
This session the

NH Land and Community Heritage Commission, a blue ribbon panel
by the General Court in 1998, recommended the creation of a new state conservation
program to help communities protect their most important natural, cultural, and historic resources. SB
401 is the legislation to implement the Commission's recommended proposal.
This past November, the
established

Some of the key points on SB

401.

•

Funding: SB401, as introduced, provides S6 miUion in funding for its first year. Because the funds
are proposed to be paid for through state bonds, there would be a minimal impact on the current

•

70% of funding must go to local community-based projects. SB
401 means more money for your municipality's conservation needs, if and only if your community
appUes for funding.

•

Matching grants:

education-funding gap.

Locally focused and controlled:

A 40%

match

is

required for

all

local projects, with half in cash and half in

donated services or value.
•

Flexible: Funding can be provided as a grant or loan, and can be used to purchase properties in

fiill

purchase conservaiioiv'preservation easements, restore or rehabilitate historic stnicmres, or
provide funds for stewardship of existing protected resources.
fee,

Does your community have pressing land conservation or historic restoration needs? Does your
community want to plan for future growth by conserving critical lands now? Do you have historic
buildings waiting to spark economic regrowth in your town? SB 401 can help your community - but
you need to voice support for it to your elected officials. I urge you to learn more about this
proposal and contact your state senator and state representatives in support of SB 401.

On

the reverse side

Webster, the state's

@ 230-9729
Citizens for

to

bill.

Heritage, a coalition of more thian 100 NH organizations who support
can provide more information on the proposed program and die risks facing NH's natural, cultural, and
Citizens can be reached at 230-9729 or by email: bhan@igc.org.

New Hampshire Land and Community

this initiative,

historic resources.
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of this memo is a summary of SB 401. The introduced bill can be viewed on
web page ( www.state.nh.us/gencourt') or is available from Citizens. Please call us

receive a copy of the

Carroll County Mental Health

Northern

New Hampshire Mental
Statistics

I.

:

TOTAL NUMBER OF PEOPLE SERVED
IN CLINICAL SERVICES

1657

A. Carryover from previous year

412

B.

Health

July 1998

-

& Developmental Services

June 1999

^

TRI^COUNTY

COMMUNITY ACTION
&

Serving Coos, Carroll

Grafton Counties

FOLSOM ROAD, CENTER OSSIPEE, N.H. 03814
539-4165 - Toll Free -8a8-842-FUEL (3835) ~ Fax (603) 539-9592
5

(603)

To

the

The

1

SELECTMEN and RESIDENTS

of the

Town

of EFFINGHAM:

County Community Contact office is a private, non-profit Center for
Community Services that was established in 1984, operating from our base
Folsom Road, Center Ossipee, New Hampshire. We have nine regularly scheduled
Carroll

Families and
at 5

satellite office sites located

throughout Carroll County.

The Carroll County Community Contact office has provided services for 538 of
Effingham's citizens, processing 118 fuel applications, 18 being elderly and 16 disabled,
and linked 386 with other Community Action Programs.

TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION HAS SPENT 521,716.00 ON
EFFINGHAM CITIZENS BETWEEN JULY 1, 1998 AND JUNE 30, 1999
Community Contact

is dependent upon ftmding from your town and neighboring
communities county-wide to provide necessary services for the less fortunate citizens in
our communities. The local funds are combined with the Community Services Block

Grant, Fuel Assistance,

New Hampshire Emergency

FEMA, McKinney, and private and corporate
through which the

Shelter Grant,

benefactors.

USDA Surplus Food gets distributed to the

Dinner Bells throughout Carroll County in order to serve our
Carroll

County Community Contact

the trust of the entire county.

and

assist

is

known

We are able to

Homeless Programs,

We also are the conduit
1 1

food pantries and 4

residents.

as a family friendly agency.

Our

staff has

successfully partner with individual families

them one-on-one to identify barriers blocking the way to self-sufficiency and
overcome these barriers. We provided information, referrals and assisted

the resources to

with advocacy for more than

1

1,000 households in Carroll County last year.

We have greatly appreciated the support, cooperation and partnership with your elected
officials, staff,

irge

Carroll
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and

residents, as well as other social service agencies,

M. Webster
County Community Contact Director

and our

clients.

FAMILY HEALTH CENTRE PROGRAMS
The Family Health Centre

is

to

develop an informed approach

offices in Conway and
low income women and their partners
personal health and to make responsible decisions

a non-profit health care

Wolfeboro. The mission of the Family Health Centre
to maintaining their

is

agency with

to assist

woman care (annual
physicals and health screenings), prenatal care, sexuality education, nutritional counseling and related
concerning the planning of their families. The services provided include well
social

work

services.

Each

patient of the

program

is seen for an annual medical examination and for treatment of
under the protocol of the staff nurse practitioners. Nurse practitioners are
registered nurses with advanced training, and are certified by a national board in their speciality area.

medical conditions which

When additional

care

is

program serves 3,684

woman

medical care

in

fall

needed, a referral

is

made

to a local physician or

more than 4,2985 visits in 1999.
County area on a fee-scaled basis.

patients with

the Carroll

Our well women

physical

exams include

self-breast

exam

an appropriate hospital. The

No

other

teaching,

program provides well

pap smears, and

screening/treatment for sexually transmitted diseases. Birth control methods are supplied based on

personal choice and medical history. Pregnancy testing and options counseling are provided. In
collaboration with

Memorial Hospital, low cost mammographies are available. Education and
infertility, PMS, menopause, fertility av/areness, nutrition and

counseling with regard to sexuality,

substance abuse prevention are also available. Pre- and post-test counseling
testing.
clients.

is

provided for

Vasectomy counseling and referral to area physicians at reduced fees is available
We also welcome adolescents for walk-m clinical and counseling services.

to

HIV
male

The prenatal program provides complete prenatal care from conception through the postpartum period. Medical care, social work services, nutrition counseling and childbirth classes are
part of our comprehensive program. Seventy babies were delivered in 1998, our thirteenth year.

all

at Memorial Hospital.
Buonomano, Lewis, and Mathes perform the deliveries at Huggins
no other program providing prenatal care for low income families in the Carroll

Kerrie Trumble-Curtin, our certified nurse midwife, performs the deliveries

Our

consulting physicians. Doctors

Hospital. There

County

is

area.

The Celebrate Families program was initiated by the Valley Outreach Committee in 1993.
it is a welcome baby and parental support program. In addition to gifts being
all families with new babies in the Mount Washington Valley, information on community
resources for families is shared. The long term goal of the program is to become county-wide.
Staffed by volunteers,

provided for

All the services provided by the Family Health Centre are done so on a fee-scaled basis.
Patients are asked to provide proof of income.
is

income

level but are

woman

is

happy

admitted to the

The

Some

fee

is

charged based on family income. The patient

individuals are required to pay

full fee due to their
do so because of the fine reputation of the program. However, no
Prenatal Program unless her family income meets poverty guidelines.

required to provide proof of that income.
to
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Health Centre
The Family
PLANNING "^PRE-NATAL PROGRAM
FAMILY
i

West Main

Street,

NH 03818 603-447-2054
NH 03894 603-569-3145

Conway,

70 Bay Street, Wolfeboro,

•

•

The Family Health Centre
Statistics

:

July 1998 -June 1999

PRENATAL PROGRAMS

FAMILY PLANNING
4298
3684

Total visits
Total clients

Services available to

Medical

women and men

121

Babies delivered

76

visits include:

-Medical history and physical e,\am
-Urinalysis and hemoglobin testing

Services:

-Screening and treatment of sexually-transmitted
diseases, including chlamydia, genital

warts, herpes

-Pap smears

for

&

gonorrhea are available

women

-Education regarding self-exams

for early

cancer

detection

-Information about types of contraceptives and
their use

Other services offered:
-Pregnancy tests/options counseling

-Primary care services to our established

clients

-Cholesterol screening

-Testing and treatment for urinary

tract

infections

-Education and counseling about sexuality,

PMS, menopause,
and

-HIV/AIDS

fertility

awareness,

nutrition

counseling

&

-Sterilization counseling
ligation or

-Referrals for

antibody testing

and

referral (tubal

vasectomy)

mammograms

-Teen options walk-in

clinic

-Counseling education workshops and
presentations by a trained health

educator

CELEBRATE FAMILIES
138 Families Served

58

Families receiving

9

Volunteers

home

visits

Services:

-Welcome baby
-Car seat program
-Recycling baby clothes and equipment
-Referral and mentoring
-Infant

Total enrollment

CPR

Courses

EFFINGHAM CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The Trustees are pleased to report that a few things got done

in

1

999,

and without

incident of

name-calling.
Plots

got mowed, a few were sold and a survey of Woodland Cemetery has been drawn to
and misapprehensions that, some folks aren't buried where they are supposed to be.

correct

The Tajstees plan to erect a fence around Woodland Cemetery. It was planned to carry over
money from the cemetery line item, but the Selectmen "goofed" and now the money is not
available. Next year we will use Woodland Cemetery Trust money and any balance from the
year 2000 line item, to complete as much of the fence as we can. The rest can be done the
following year.

The gate

to

Woodland needs

to

be completed. The Trustees

will

address

this in

the spring.

Respectfully Submitted,

Peter Case, Secretary
Mellisa Ferland

Craig

Howard
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Town
Fiscal

1

of

Year 1999

EfHnghom
-

Treasurer's Report

999 General Fund

Beginning Balance -01/01/99
Revenue - All sources (see detail following)
Interest

$ 128,298.59
1,71 5,'846.'59
2,'938.'23

Income - General Fund

'

Disbursements (see detail following)

2.026.9 12.49

Balance 12/31/99

$5,170.92

1999 Conservation Commission Account
Beginning Balance -01/01/9

387.14
750^00

Income from Town
Interest Income

7.33

Disbursements

306.50

Balance 12/31/99

$837.97

Investment Fund
Beginning Balance/NH Public Deposit Investment Pool 1/1/99
Investment Interest Earned

$ 3,049.76
147 52

Balance 12/31/99

1

999 Receipts

-

$3,197.28

Tax Collector

Property Tax
Property Tax - Interest
Yield Tax
Yield Tax

-

Interest

$1,281,643.33

and

Costs

'0™l

1

-

Dog

Licenses & Fines
Other Licenses and Fees
Vital Statistics

Page 62

3

Town Clerk

Motor Vehicle Permits and

UCC

'sis'.l

$1,347,930.08

999 Receipts

Total

49,079.1
35!378.'50

and Costs

Filings

Titles

1

20,466.00
2.737.50
41.00
344.00
235.33
'

$123,823.83

1

999 Receipts

Pistol

-

Board of Selectmen

Permits

Copy/Map

930.00
645.70
677.00

Cliarges

Transfer Station Permits
Forest Fire

Sale of

Reimbursement

,737.02
4,436.40
68,202.00
,487.80
20.88
7,843.73
2,253.89
1

Town Property

Donations ILO Taxes

Cable Television Franchise Fee
Mortgage Payments

1

1 , 1

Transfer from Capital Resen/e Funds

1

Refunds
Miscellaneous Revenue

Receipts

-

599.42

Stote of N.H.

Repayment
Rooms and Meals Revenue
Revenue Sharing/Hwy Block Grant
NH State Forestry

28,31

Misc. State Funds

29.781.47

Direct Assistance

375.00
22,624.24
43,066.74
1

.39

$224,092.68

Total

Tax Anticipate Note (TAN) Activity
Loan to General Fund
Interest Payments thru 12/99
Principal Paid January 2000

$185,000.00
3,979.47

Disbursements 1999
General Expenses
School Payments

1

Total

General Fund Balance as of 12/31/99
Conservation Commission Balance as of 1 2/31 /99
Investment Account Balance as of 1 2/31 /99
Total Casti as of

971,614.49
055.298.00

$2,026,912.49

1

5,170.92
837.97
3,1

97.28

S9.206.17

2/31 /99

Respectfully submitted.

Laurie

L.

Caldwell, Treasurer
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Marriages Registered

in the

Town

of

Effingham,

New

Hampshire

for the

Year Ending December 3).

li

Deaths Registered

DATE OF

in the

Town

of

Effingham,

New

Hampshire,

for the

year ending December 3), 1899.

CONSERVATION COMMISSION
John Edwards
Leonard

Patricia

Patricia Parker

Emelyn Albert
Larry Leavitt
Elliot

Edwards

Donna Nicholson
Mark Ritchey
Henry Spencer
Conservation Commission meets the

first

Tuesday of the month at the Town

Hall at

7:30pm

HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION
Natalie Lourie
Arleen Gertsen
Frank Keville
Paul Potter
William Stewart

Andrew Hubbard
Grace Applei
Patricia

Historic District

Leonard

Commission meets the second Tuesday
TRUSTEES

OF THE

of the

SILENT

month

at the

Town

Hall at

7:30pm

POOR

Marion Kirker
Greta Dow
Janet Normandeau
LIBRARIAN

Joyce Van
Library hours are Thursday

TOWN

Tassel

evenings 7:00pm-9:00pm

FORESTER

Jeffrey Libby

PUBLIC SAFETY OFFICIALS
F. Grow, Acting Chief of Police
Office Telephone:
539-5380
539-7799
Office Fax:
For emergencies dial 91 or the

Donald

1

Richard W. Thompson,

Fire

Sheriff's

Office at 539-2284

Chief

James Applei, Rescue Squad Captain
Andrew Hubbard, Emergency Management Director
Randy Tuttle, Animal Control Officer
TRANSFER STATION
Donald Bedard, Attendant
Albert Potter, Attendant

Hours of operation:

Admittance

to transfer station

by permit

Wednesday 2:00pm-4:30pm
1

Saturday and Sunday 8:00am-4:30pm
only. Obtain permit at Town Hall.

The 1999 Effingham Town Report
is

4e4ic^tect

to

55,
Lifelong

i-esiclent

3n4 active community member

J ercy Uayfor
Re5i4Gnt 3n4 (oYvn& Selectman of the

Town of Efinngham

